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Abstract—The sizes of deep neural networks (DNNs) are
rapidly outgrowing the capacity of hardware to store and train
them. Research over the past few decades has explored the
prospect of sparsifying DNNs before, during, and after training
by pruning edges from the underlying topology. The resulting
neural network is known as a sparse neural network. More
recent work has demonstrated the remarkable result that certain
sparse DNNs can train to the same precision as dense DNNs
at lower runtime and storage cost. An intriguing class of these
sparse DNNs is the X-Nets, which are initialized and trained
upon a sparse topology with neither reference to a parent dense
DNN nor subsequent pruning. We present an algorithm that
deterministically generates sparse DNN topologies that, as a
whole, are much more diverse than X-Net topologies, while
preserving X-Nets’ desired characteristics.
Index Terms—feedforward neural networks, sparse matrices,
artificial intelligence
I. INTRODUCTION
As research in artificial neural networks progresses, the sizes
of state-of-the-art deep neural network (DNN) architectures
put increasing strain on the hardware needed to implement
them [1], [2]. In the interest of reduced storage and runtime
costs, much research over the past decade has focused on the
sparsification of artificial neural nets [3]–[13]. In the listed
resources alone, the methodology of sparsification includes
Hessian-based pruning [3], [4], Hebbian pruning [5], matrix
decomposition in [9], and graph techniques [10]–[13]. Yet all
of these implementations are alike in that a DNN is initialized
and trained, and then edges deemed unnecessary by certain
criteria are pruned.
Unlike most strategies for creating sparse DNNs, the X-Net
strategy presented in [14] is sparse “de novo”—that is, X-Nets
are neural networks initialized upon sparse topologies. X-Nets
are observed to train as well on various data sets as their
dense counterparts, while exhibiting reduced memory usage
[14], [15]. Further, by offering sparse alternatives to fully-
connected and convolutional layers—X-Linear and X-Conv
layers, respectively—X-Nets exhibit such performance on not
only generalized DNN tasks, but also image recognition tasks
canonically reserved for convolutional neural networks [9].
X-Net layers are constructed using properties of expander
graphs [16]. Due to the tendency of expander graphs to
achieve path-connectedness (see Mathematical Preliminaries),
this structure is what enables X-Nets to train to diverse
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Fig. 1. Construction of the mixed-radix topology defined by N = (2, 2, 2)
using overlapping decision trees. (left) A four-layer binary decision tree.
(right) A four-layer mixed radix topology composed of eight offset decision
trees.
models with the same precision as dense DNNs [14]. Ran-
dom X-Linear layers achieve path-connectedness probabilisti-
cally, while explicit X-Linear layers, constructed from Cayley
graphs, aim to achieve path-connectedness deterministically
[14]. As an artifact of their construction from Cayley graphs,
explicit X-Linear layers are required have the same number of
nodes as adjacent layers. This constrains the kinds of X-Nets
which may be constructed deterministically.
We propose RadiX-Nets as a new family of de novo sparse
DNNs that deterministically achieve path-connectedness while
allowing for diverse layer architectures. Instead of emulating
Cayley graphs, RadiX-Nets achieve sparsity using properties
of mixed-radix numeral systems, while allowing for diversity
in network topology through the Kronecker product [17].
Additionally, RadiX-Nets satisfy symmetry, a property which
both guarantees path connectedness and precludes inherent
training bias in the underlying sparse DNN architecture.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Understanding RadiX-Nets’ graph-theoretic construction
and underlying mathematical properties requires defining a
few concepts. RadiX-Nets are composed of sub-nets that
are herein referred to as mixed-radix topologies. Mixed-radix
topologies are based on properties of mixed-radix number
systems, and can be constructed from overlapping decision
trees (see Figure 1). A mixed-radix numeral system is the sole
parameter used to uniquely specify a mixed-radix topology.
Mixed-radix topologies are a kind of feedforward neural
net topology (FNNT), which is a layered graph wherein all
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Fig. 2. A RadiX-Net prior to Kronecker product is a layered graph wherein each layer is a mixed-radix topology. (left) A single mixed-radix topology within
a concatenation of mixed-radix topologies, defined by mixed-radix system N = (3, 3, 4). (top right) A concatenation of the mixed-radix topologies defined
by N ,N ,N , and N . The mixed-radix topologies are concatenated such that the output nodes of one are identified label-wise with the input-nodes of the
next. (bottom right) Strict relationships between N ,N ,N , and N allow for RadiX-Nets to satisfy sparsity, symmetry, and path-connectedness.
vertices in one layer point only to some number of vertices in
the next. The adjacency matrix of an FNNT is uniquely defined
by the adjacency submatrices corresponding to each of its
layers. Essentially, RadiX-Net topologies are constructed from
Kronecker products of mixed-radix adjacency submatrices and
dense DNN adjacency submatrices (see Figure 3). The main
properties of interest in RadiX-Nets are path-connectedness—
which ensures each output depends upon all inputs—and
symmetry, which ensures that there is the same number of
paths between each input and output.
Mixed-Radix Numeral System: Let N = (N1, . . . , NL) be
an ordered set of L integers greater than 1. Let N ′ =
∏L
i=1Ni.
All such N implicitly define a numeral system which bijec-
tively represents all integers in {0, . . . , N ′ − 1}. That is, the
set of ordered sets{
(n1, . . . , nL) | ni ∈ {0, . . . , Ni − 1}
}
maps bijectively to {0, . . . , N ′ − 1} by the map
(n1, . . . , nL)←→
L∑
i=1
ni i−1∏
j=1
Nj
 .
Mixed-radix numeral systems arise naturally in numerous
graph-theoretic constructions, such as decision trees (see Fig-
ure 1).
Feedforward Neural Net Topology (FNNT): An FNNT G
with n + 1 layers of nodes—including input and output
layers—is an (n+ 1)-partite directed graph with independent
components U0, . . . , Un satisfying the constraints that
• if there exists an edge from u ∈ Ui to v ∈ Uj , then
j = i+ 1, and
• the out-degree of u ∈ Ui is nonzero for all i < n.
Adjacency Submatrix of an FNNT: Say G is an FNNT. Let
Gi be the restriction of G to the set of nodes Ui−1 ∪ Ui and
the set of edges from Ui−1 to Ui in G. We define mi = |Ui−1|
and ni = |Ui| for all i. Up to a permutation of indices, the
adjacency matrix of Gi is of the form(
0mi,mi Wi
0ni,mi 0ni,ni
)
for some Wi, where 0a,b is the a × b matrix of zeros. We
refer to Wi as the adjacency submatrix of the restriction Gi.
Conversely, say that an ordered set W = (W1, . . . ,Wn)
of matrices is such that
• the only nonzero entries of Wi are ones for all i, and
• no column of Wi is the zero vector.
If the number of columns in Wi−1 equals the number of rows
in Wi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then W defines a unique FNNT
with n+ 1 layers of nodes.
Path-Connectedness: We defined path-connectedness as fol-
lows: let G be an FNNT with n + 1 layers of nodes. G is
path-connected if, for every u ∈ U0 and every v ∈ Un, there
exists a path from u to v.
Symmetry: We define symmetry as follows: let G be an
FNNT with n + 1 layers of nodes. G is symmetric if there
exists a positive integer m such that, for all u ∈ U0 and all
v ∈ Un, there exist exactly m paths from u to v. If G is
symmetric, it is path-connected.
III. RADIX-NET TOPOLOGIES
We construct RadiX-Net topologies using mixed-radix
topologies as building blocks, as motivated by Figure 2.
Mixed-Radix Topologies: Let L be a positive integer, and
let N = (N1, . . . , NL), where Ni is an integer greater than
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Fig. 3. The final step of RadiX-Net construction involves Kronecker products of adjacency submatrices of mixed-radix topologies and adjacency submatrices
of an arbitrary dense deep neural network with the same number of layers. The number of vertices in each layer of the dense deep neural networks provides
an additional set of parameters by which a wide range of RadiX-Nets can be defined.
Algorithm Generating RadiX-Net Topologies
// returns W generating unique FNNT (see Approach)
W ← empty array()
N ′ ← ∏N∈N1 N
// see (2):
P ← permutation matrix(N ′)
for N ∈ N ∗ do
pv ← 1
for N ∈ N do
W ← 0N ′,N ′
for j = 0 to N − 1 do
// see (1):
W ←W + Pj*pv
W.append(W)
pv ← pv*N
W ← empty array()
// see (3):
for Wi ∈ W do
B ← 1Di−1,Di
W.append(B⊗Wi)
return W
Fig. 4. An algorithm for generating the RadiX-Net topology defined by
list N ∗ = (N1, . . . ,NM ) of mixed-radix numeral systems and list D =
(D0, . . . , DM ) of positive integers.
one for all i. Let N ′ =
∏
N∈N N , and let Ui be a set of N
′
nodes—with labels 0, . . . , N ′−1—for all i ∈ {0, . . . , L}. For
all i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, we create edges from node j in Ui−1 to
node j+n
∏i−1
j=1Nj (mod N
′) in Ui for all n ∈ {0, . . . , Ni−
1}. Let Wi be the adjacency submatrix defining the edges
from Ui−1 to Ui. By construction, we have that
Wi =
Ni−1∑
j=0
Pjνi , (1)
where νi =
∏i−1
k=1Nk and P is the permutation matrix
0 . . . 0 1
0
IN ′−1
...
0
 , (2)
In being the n × n identity matrix. We refer to the resulting
graph as the mixed-radix topology induced by N .
Constructing RadiX-Net Topologies: Here, we formally con-
struct RadiX-Net topologies using mixed-radix topologies, ad-
jacency submatrices, and the Kronecker product, as motivated
by Figure 3. For an informal programmatic construction, see
Figure 4.
RadiX-Net topologies are uniquely defined by an ordered
set N ∗ = (N1, . . . ,NM ) of mixed-radix numeral systems
Ni = (N i1, . . . , N iLi) together with an ordered set D of
positive integers. We require that
• there exists a positive integer N ′ such that N ′ =∏
N∈Ni N for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,M − 1}, and
•
∏
N∈NM N divides N
′.
Let M =
∑M
i=1 Li, the total number of radices in N ∗; we
further require that D = (D0, . . . , DM ) consist of M + 1
integers satisfying Di  N ′ for all i.
We construct a RadiX-Net G using N ∗ and D as follows:
let Gi be the mixed-radix topology induced by Ni. Identifying
the output nodes of Gi with the input nodes of Gi+1 creates
an M -layer FNNT with ordered set W = (W1, . . . ,WM ) of
adjacency submatrices of the form (1). Similarly, D implicitly
defines a unique dense DNN topology H on an ordered collec-
tion U0, . . . , UM of nodes satisfying |Ui| = Di. The ordered
set of adjacency matrices of H is W∗ = (W∗1, . . . ,W∗M ),
where W∗i is the Di−1 ×Di matrix of ones. We define G as
the unique FNNT defined by
W = (W∗1 ⊗W1, . . . ,W∗M ⊗WM ) (3)
(see Mathematical Preliminaries).
Properties of RadiX-Net Topologies:
Sparsity: We define the density of an FNNT G with indepen-
dent components U = (U0, . . . , Un) as the ratio of the number
of edges in G to the number of edges in the unique dense DNN
defined by U . Here, we give a formula for the density of the
RadiX-Net topology G induced by N ∗ = (N1, . . . ,NM ) and
D = (D0, . . . , DM ). Let N
∗
and N i be as follows:
N ∗ = (N11 , . . . , N1L1 , N21 , . . . , N2L2 , . . . , NMLM )
= (N1, . . . , NM )
The density of G is given by∑M
i=1N iDi−1Di
N ′
∑M
i=1Di−1Di
. (4)
One can approximate the density of G as follows; let µ be the
arithmetic mean of N ∗, and assume that the variance of D is
small. Then the density of G is approximately µN ′ .
Symmetry: By construction, RadiX-Nets satisfy symmetry
(see Mathematical Preliminaries). In addition to guaranteeing
path-connectedness, symmetry also serves to preclude any
training bias that could be inherent in the underlying sparse
DNN topology.
Path-Connectedness: For any input node u and any output
v, the number of paths from u to v is equal to
(N ′)M−2
( ∏
N∈NM
N
)M−1∏
i=1
Di
 . (5)
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper presents the RadiX-Net algorithm, which deter-
ministically generates sparse DNN topologies that, as a whole,
are much more diverse than X-Net topologies while preserving
their desired characteristics. In a related effort, benchmarking
RadiX-Net performance in comparison to X-Net, dense DNN,
and other neural network implementations can be found in
[15]. Furthermore, RadiX-Net is used in [18] to construct a
neural net simulating the size and sparsity of the human brain.
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